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THE CAlli TO THE LAST
"A well reglJated militia being
necessary to the security of B free
state, the ri{jlt of the people to
keep and bear Bm7S shall not be
infringed.•
2nd Article of
Ammendment to the Bill of
Rights, U.S. Constitution
Arise, Uberty's Sons! Awake!
The foes of freedom are upon
you, even at the very door.
This may be the last chance you
have to defend yourself, your
families, with honor. Win you wait
until the last gun is confiscated,
until the last box of ammo leaves
the shelf, until the wolves burst
into your homes and engage in a
ravenous

your loved ones?
1tere is no doubt about the
intent of our lawmakers to take
the ~ns away. And waiting in the
wings, eager to pounce, are
scores of federal agencies with
the muscle to make it
happen ... and itching for a fight.
The ATF, FBI, DEA. IRS, and not
to mention your local federallyfunded police department -

IS THIS THE END?
The question is asked in all
sincerity, and with no tint of jest or
attempt at "rabble· rousing" (patriots
were called "rabble" once before,
you know). Have we reached the
end of our rope? Is the fragile flame of
freedom about to be extinguished
forever?
I don't ask this w~h our
economy in mind, anhough the
space for speculation on that topic is
vast. And I'm not referring to our
deteriorating social structure coupled
w~h unpredictable urban unrest. I'm
not I
about our schools, or the

debt, or Waco, or income taxes, or
about any other subjects that might
crop up when discussing "the end·.
I am referring to a potential devastat·
ing military s~uation presently in our
laps. For the first time in American
history THERE ARE ARMED AND
QUARTERED TROOPS IN STRATEGIC POSITIONS ON AMERICAN
SOIL, w~h the consent of our own
treasonous government! The U.N.,
backed by the collective power of
nearly every communist, socialist, and
mock constitutional regime in the
world, has begun ~s invasion of the
Un~ed States of America!
Consider the following
FACTS, as presented us in a low
voice by our own darling mainstream
media:
1.) The prestigious Fort Dix
U.S. Army base in New Jersey has
been turned over lock, stock and
barrel to the United Nations, who
immediately quarted Russian troops
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NONE OF THEM WILL TOLERATE AN ARMED CITIZEN! And

I speak from experience.
1tere can only be one answer
to this cowardly and silvertongued declaration of war.

OR ELSE YOUR HOUSE
SHALL BE BURNED DOWN
AROUND YOU IN YOUR IMPOTENyEI

Besides being enamorated
in our fot.J1ding fathers marvel of
achievement, yoU will find that
EVERY STATE IN THE UNION

(with the possible exception of
New Hampshire) .have staMory
laws guaranteeing the right and
DUTY of their people to organize

(see MIUTlA, pg. 2)
The

a

C.C. R. can be contacted at:
10407 Blue Ridge Blvd., Suite
321
Kansas City, Missouri
64134

"My people perish for lack of
knowledge_ •
Hosea

END, pg. 6)

In this edition of The Chronicle:
Part 1 -Tbe call to the last

Free

Militia-

"
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is the official newsletter
C.C.R.,
the Citizen's Corps for the Republic, dedicated to Truth, Justice, and the 'continuation of the
American way of Lffe. C.C.R. is
a 15t Amme ndment association.
private and fre e, whose only
goal, public or private, is the
restoration of legitimate. constitutional government in the united
States of Amer ica This publication is not int ended to support
government policy or organization, but is meant to enhance
those 'legal tools set down for the
purpose of preserving our Creator-endowed rights. God gave
America to be FREE ... and to
this end we here at C.C.R pledge
our sacred trusts and our humble
lives .

YOU MUST FORM YOUR
LOCAL MILITIA UNITS NOW,

(see
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(M1U11A, from pg. 1)
into milita uni1s. Here in Missouri,
you Will find the appropriate statute
as follows:
Revised Statutes of Missouri
(RSMo), section 41.050, in the
chapter on Military Affairs and
PoUce-"The militia of the state
shall include ALL able-bodied
citizens and other able-bodied
residents, who, in the case of the
unorganized militia and the Missouri reselVe mirltaJy force. shall be
more than seventeen years of age
and not more than sixty-four."
The sta1ute, QJnent and
unrevised. goes on to say that
members of the organized militia,
national guam. or U.S. military may
NOT be members of the unorganized citizen's militia
RSMo section 41.070 (3) goes
on to say: "The unorganized
mUitia shall consist of aD persons
rl8ble to serve in the militia but not
commissioned or enfJSted in 1he
organized militia."

The law is quite clear, and H you
meet this loose requirement then
guess what? You are already IN
the militia. and you didn't even
know it. For the sake of potential
encounters with "law" enforcement personnel I suggest a trip to
the law library or court house and
getting a 00f1t of the page yourself.
Here are some ~ on fonning
your local unit
~
1.) Give 1he U'lit a name. a
meeting place (on private proparty), and an identity. 1he U.S.
flag and Constitution and the
Missouri flag and Constitution
should be present and WELL
KNOWN amongst all militia marnbers.
2.) Keep your units smaa,
no more than a dozen bodies and
within a local area. Kno.v your
people. Infiltration is a very real
and present danger. Keep any
phone 1st on a first name (or
handle) basis only.

communications based on power
are always vulnerable.
7.) Meet regularty and stay
Infonned. At IeEt one member
MUST have a shortwave radio to
disseminate criticaJ infonnation to
the others. lnfonnation that can be
had no where else. A one page
typed newsletter (no frills) could
accomplish much.
Most inportan1ly d ai, be ready
for anythilg. at anytime. You are
truly the last minuteman. and the
lest free nation in the world depends utter1y upon your vigilance
(for our govemment has failed us.
and we have failed ourselves;
fortunately, irs not too late for
USI).
ExcsDent radio souroes of militaoriented infonnation are (on the
am dial) PRN, the People's Radio
Network, 1030 am in KC. and
WWCR. Wor1d Wide Christian
Radio (on the shortwave dial) at
5810 kHz. This news letter wiB

As Ia1g as she persists il this selfIlIl as a regular feature a Militia
destructive notion SHE MUST
Update from now on.
BE TREATED AS THOUGH
One word of warning: Unda
SHE WERE. Usten to what she
Thompson, the lawyer who
has to say and sholl you. but
produced the Waco the Big Ue,
and Waco II, the Big Ue C0ntinkeep a aitical eye and, as always,
verify any "facts" for yourself.
ues and who has a nightly raclo
show on WWCR, has publicaJly
advocated an anned march on
WHAT TO CALL YOUR
Washington D.C. by members of
CONGRESSMAN
ABOUT
State Mnitias. She may soft-epeak
her idea now, but she remains
1.) -YES· on Discharge Petifirm, awn gcing so far as to Ek
tia1 #12 & HR 3261
mifdia members to wear descr1ptive
insignia
2.) -NO· on the Faimess
We at C.C.R once had great
Doctrine for broadcasters.
confidence in Unda Thompson,
and I hope her heart and soul are
in the right place (and handsQ. but 3.) ·YES· on public, bipartisan
hearings on Whitewater, with
what she proposes could get us
aI killed, tag every patriot i1 the
criminal prosecution on ALL
country, and end the only hope for involved.
freedom through those willing to
stand up and be counted.
4.) ·WH'r are we bound
Whether or not she adualy is an under illegal UN treaties?
agent saboteur is now irrelevant

3.) Stay very dean, very
safe, and completely out of hot
water. People will be looking to
brand you as nut and a tenorist;
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
LET THEM EVEN APPEAR TO
BE PROVED RIGHll The
credibility damage to this vital
movement would be beyond
comprehension.
4.) Stay anned, working
reliable firearms (the Ialger distance capability, the better) and
stocked with at least 100 rounds
of ammunition.
5.) Develop a network and
escape routes in case of trouble.
Map these routes, and hidden
stashes of food, blankets,
matches, water, and distribute to
other members.
6.) A communications
network is vital. The phone wli
do, but C.B. or high fI'equeI'qt is
optimal. At the very least, tel your
members to look for a smoke
signal In case of trolbIe. All

DID YA' KNOW?:
The warehouse of little-known
"Old

va'

information

(thanks to our 'darling'

know •••"

That people tend to die around President
Clinton; White House chiefs of staff, state
ers and their wives, personal body guards,
paign aids, and ANYONE from Mena who
keep their mouth's shut!?

media)

borrowing or from the black market, and a scant
170/0 from retail purchase.
Bill
troopcamcan't

That the American Spectator recently made a list
of all the allegations (if filed criminally) against the
President and the First (ahem) Lady, and found
that if convicted on all counts they would face a
total of 225 years in prison and $3.7 million in fines
(Bill's total = 178 years and $2.5 mil; Hillary = 47
years and $1.2 mil)?
That a third Arkansas state trooper has come
forward to the press with allegations that he
escorted and "guarded" then-Governor Clinton
during extra-marital trysts on taxpayer time and
money? He joins retired Arkansas Circuit Judge
Jim Jones and one-time director of the Arkansas
Development Finance Agency (AD FA) in public
accusations of criminal behavior by the President
and the First (ahem) Lady.
That the exact three people Senator Joseph
McCarthy claimed to be leaking infonnation on
American atomic secrets have now been confinned as communist agents by a declassified
Russian intelligence report? I wonder if Slick Willy
is in there somewhere.
That, in spite of his bragging about a "modesf'
$30,000 a year salary as Governor of Arkansas,
allegedly the lowest in the nation, the Scripps
Howard News Service recently assessed Governor Clinton's non-cash compensation at $284,000
per year? Arkansas' per capita income is $10,520.
That there are four pro-life demonstrators from
Indianna that, when faced with the new federal
law imposing criminal penalties on those exercising
free speech near an abortion clinic, they were
given the choice of either going to jail or enduring
eight hours of Planned Parenthood "education"?
They chose jail, and were restrained for four
hours in a chickenwire cage before being released
through the assistance of their defense attorney.
That legislative gun control is an unconstitutional
joke that leaves battery acid in your gut? Why?
Because law enforcement statistics attest that
criminals aquire guns from three primary places in
the following numbers:
32% from theft, 40% from

That one possible reason so many TOURISTS
are the victims of violent crime in Florida is because Florida CITIZENS can easily obtain a
concealed weapons pennit (and many havel)?
That the original gun control legislation introduced in Congress in 1964 has lengthy excerpts
taken verbatim from the original gun control legislation passed in Nazi Germany in 1938?
That the Webster College dictionary definition of
socialism is: rrhe ownership of exploitable capital
(all the money) and means of production (all the
industry) by the govemment, NOT by individuals
or by private enterprise."?
That only 4% of the American population took
part in, AND WON, the American Revolutionary
War? No one is ineffectual! Everyone makes a
differencel

A Prayer to the Almilbty from C.C.R.
J~shua

at

Jericho

"SO the ark of the Lord compassed the city,
going about it once: and they came into the
camp, and lodged in the camp.
And the second day they compassed the city
once, and returned to the camp: so they did six
days.
And it came to pass on the seventh day, that
they rose earty about the dawning of the day, and
compassed the city after the same manner seven
times: only on that day they compassed the city
seven times.
And it came to pass at the seventh time, when
the priests blew with the trumpets, Joshua said
unto the people, 'Shout; for the Lord hath given
you the ·city.'
So the people shouted when the priests blew
with the trumpets: and it came to pass, when the
people heard the sound of the trumpet, and the
people shouted with a great shout, that the wall
fell down flat, so that the people went up into the
city, every man straight before him, and they took
the city."
Joshua

6:11-20·

MY

EDITORIAL:
by

Spencer

"the

Maccabeen

Warren

This is supposed to be the collumn I always
dreamed of where I pour out my personal lore and
wisdom on the subjects that most interest me.
But, as usual, I have no idea what to write
about.
There's the story of the killer, flesh-eating bacteria that can consume up to one inch of skin per
hour.
But thafs still under investigation.
could go into Clinton(s) and the Whitewater
episode and the death of Vince Foster. But that
disaster is still raining fallout on the White House
even as I write, with greater detonations on the
way.
Let's see; home-schooling, seH-sufficiency,
lesbos in the White House, detention centers,
Jupiter blowing up. Wait. Why don't I just kill 20
birds with one story and write about the man that
brought us half this information or more ...William
Cooper (but you can call him Mitton).
You can catch him on shortwave radio, 5810
kHz on WWCR (Worldwide Christian Radio out of
Nashville) at 11:00 pm central time weeknights.
His show is called --rhe Hour of the Time" and I
have never before or since heard such a powerful beacon of important truths from any medium
on any number of subjects in my relatively few
years of soaking in this information bath, short of
the inspired Word of God. His topics range from
the lore of Mystery Babylon (40 hours of broadcasts which are a unique landmark on the subject), Constitutional and common law, the patriot
movement, income taxes, the true nature of the
political battle that storms unceasingly across our
country, medical madness, no-nonsense data on
u.f.o.s, the New World Order, survival and more.
And best of all, he verifies his facts and insist that
those in his organization do likewise.
His organization is called C.A.J.I., the Citizen's
Agency for Joint Intelligence, with the accompanying C.A.J.I. News Service and radio broadcast,
rrhe Hour of the Tim en , and it is the most successful, productive and professional civilian intelligence organization in the world. He is ex-naval
intelligence, a decorated Vietnam vet, a proud
and capable leader of men, college educated, and
a savy businessman. Most importantly, he is a
God-fearing Christian and a devoted family man.
He lives high and dry in the beautiful mountains of
Arizona.

His first book, "Behold a Pale Horse", achieved
legendary sales and acclaim on the underground
market.
No major publishing house nor bookstore
would touch its red-hot cover. His second book is
currently on its way to press. There is no outside
information on it at this time.
Current projects include (besides the 2nd book)
a leveraged voting stock buyoutltakeover of
Gannett, Inc. which owns nearly every billboard in
the country and a score of major media publications. Stock prices are still lucrative; all stock
values are retained by C.A.J.I. members, but the
explicit voting rights go to Cooper, who will soon
have enough voting stock to attend the
shareholder's meeting. He also publishes his own
newsletter and has an active computer bbs system
online, and has scheduled a C.A.J.I. seminar in st.
Johns, Arizona from the 1st of August to through
the 5th.
Price for attendance is $250/person for
nonmembers and $150 for members.
C.A.J.I., undergoing restructuring into the Intelligence Service, has currently and temporarily
opened the option for membership to the public.
Cooper can be reached through his personal
representative, Annie Mordhorst, who also handles
orders for C.A.J.I. You can write to:
C.A.J.1.
PO Box 1420
Show Low, Arizona
85901
Or call at:
(602) 333-5174 (information
(602) 333-2174 (fax line)
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GOVERNMENT 'FREEBIE' THAT
CAN'T DO WITHOUTI

YOU

For Missouri Citizens, if you would like a free
copy of the Missouri Constitution, all you have
to do is call the Secretary of State's Office and
ask for one. The small paperback also includes
an indexed U.S. Constitution as well. 'Nhile
speaking to their office, also request a state
roster and general assembly roster, as well as
a tourists pack (includes Supreme Court info as
well as a small Missouri State flag). The Missouri
Government Handbook is also nice, but there
is a waiting list. call (314) 752-4218.

CITY UPBEAT:
FEDERAL

DOOM

A Journal of Kansas City, Missouri
ON

THE

HORIZON

A much-talked about (and little understood) topic in the local news recently has been the Urban Empowerment Zone,
the Clinton make·over of a similar Bush and Reagan idea to reinvigorate deteriorating city landscapes. The basic idea is
to throw billions of dollars at c~ ies "who qualify" in hopes of attracting business w~h redeveloped housing and comm erC\a.\ 1 0n6S for business.
But watch out for the hook. regardless 01 how sweet the ba~. In it's feature story on the subject, the Kansas ~ Star
quoted a federal magistrate as saying (on the subject of the legal implications of the empowerment zone) ' .. some
federal regulations would not apply.' SOME federal regulations would not apply? Guess what, that means that all the
others DO apply, and H you live or operate in this "empowerment zone' the you must abide by them as law. Why?
Because our Supreme Court has ruled that anything the federal government finances, ~ has the power to regulate. This
goes for YOU as well! Those living on weffare or in the housing projects will get a big Clinton-sized surprise when their
homes are forcefully searched for guns and drugs and the inhabitants thrown into federal custody.
Coincidentally, the creation of this "zone' will provide the federal government w~h an opportun~ h cannot afford to
pass up; the chance to put hs One Card Into operation. The One Card, a little monster cooked up by the Postal Service
with the help of God knows how many unholy corporations is scheduled to be implemented this year, and allows ' one·
stop shopping" for all welfare services and is certain to be based on a person's social 8ecur~ number. But Jlven more
sinister, the One Card has been designed to accomodate all factors of a person's IHe in ~s embedded chips; banking,
paying bills, shopping, voting, unemployment, pensions, income taxes, and possibly even child support and other court
decrees .

Cleaver and the C~ Council just grinned like canary-fed cats as news of the potential millions "for Kansas City" began
to sift through C~ Hall. But the responsibil~ is yours to see that the people remain sovereign and utterly reject this
massive federal intrusion upon Missouri soil via a contemptuous and tra ~orous local government. Call C~ Hall and tell
them what to do w~h their ' Urban Imprisonment Zone' and tell others about the dangers of established federal jurisdiction where ~ did not exist before.
The mayo(s office can be reached at (816) 274-2595, and while you are on the horn you might ask what the good
Mayor Cleaver meant when he was quoted in the June 4, 1994 K.C. Star as saying, "We must being the process of
disarming America.' (in reference to a gun buyback program). If you get some clown-aide named 'Dan', he probably
won~ return your call so give him hell!

WHY THE RAPTURE IS JUST A ROUND THE CORNER
Notw~hstanding the facts espoused world-wide by
archaeologists concerning the existence of the ki ngdom
and nation of Israel 2500 years ago, Scripture ~seff ascribes
a very special significance to that dry stretch of beach and
desert on the eastern shores of the Med~erainean. The
Bible tells us that God would continually regather Israel like
a mother hen gathers her chicks, and that process continues today w~h the ongoing Jewish exodus from Russia
and other parts 01 the world (Ethiopia, Sudan, and to a
lesser extent, America).

God promised Israel that He would restore her,
and the nation of Israel simply had to be in existenes
before a number of old and new Testament prophecies
could come to pass. The stage has been set, and continues to be laid out before us. But this is merely the foundation for other prophetic po s sibil~ies .
In 1988 the Turkish government completed a dam
at the northern reaches of the Euphrates river. This
modern achievement holds the power to cut off th at
mighty river at the source. This great waterway runs for
thousands of miles like a great circu~ cable through the
Middle East, and H cut off ~ would immediately dry up into
the desert, allowing the kings from the east w~h their
massive armies to march on the Promised Land (an army
of the size mentioned in Revelations, 200,000,000, could

only be fielded by e~her China or a mu~i·national force--yet
this is the first generation that such a thing could even be
planned realistically).
In the book of Daniel the Abomination of Desolations is spoken of. This Abomination is when the antichrist
conquers Jerusalem and raises himseff up as God in
God's own Temple. None of these things can occur H 1.)
Israel is not in possession of Jerusalem, or 2.) the Temple
of God is not rebui~. Well, Israel has Jerusalem almost
entirely and plans for the rebuilding of the Temple are
underway (an upcoming edition will be devoted entirely to
this wondrous occurance!).
Noteworthy ~ems associated with the rebuilding of
the Temple upon the Temple Mount are popping up in
the news everywhere :
The cornerstone has already been cut,
The snail required for the orthodox production of
a blue dye necessary for the ceremonial robes of
the priests has recently been discovered (thought
extinct for 1000 years) in the Med~erainean ocean,
The r~ual silver trumpets, wash basin, and other
Temple implements have been formed and are
(S88
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(from END pg. 1)

there for "raining and exercises".
2.) A muni·nationai U.N.
military unit recently conducted an
offensive exersise against a MOCK
UNITED STATES CITY SCENE in
the California desert.
3.) ALL Unijed States milnary
forces have STRIPPED THE AMERICAN FLAG, yes, even Old Glory
herse~, FROM ALL MILITARY
VEHICLES! See for yourse~: check
the planes, the trucks, the tanks, the
jeeps ...the stars and stripes ARE NO
WHERE TO BE FOUND!
4.) And Mikail Gorbachev
now has an office IN THE PRESIDIO
mil~ary base, where he acts as an
advisor to the respective UNITED
. NATIONS AND UNITED STATES
DISARMAMENT
AGENCIES!
In add~ion to these facts,
eyewitness personal testimony is
reported daily across the radio talk
show spectrum of mysterious black
helicopters w~h NO MARKINGS and
no flight plans and flying FULLY
ARMED! Large numbers of fully
loaded train cars and mil~ary convoys
have been seen on America's
highways and railways; in Louisianna,

Texas, Missouri, Cal~ornia, Florida,
and up and down the eastern seaboard. Many of these vehicles are
U.N. marked trucks and jeeps and

official vehicles. Others are tanks
(MIAI Abrams main battle tanks) and
armored

But now.. _what to do?
There can be only one
answer: ARM YOURSELF!!! You
must be ready to protect your country
at any time, at all costs, BECAUSE
YOU KNOW THAT YOUR GOVERNMENT IS FAILING TO DO SO
OR CHOOSING NOT TO DO SO!
(from

I

I

personnel

carriers ... PAINTED BLACK, w~h no
markings or insignia whatsoever!
And what is worse and more
frightening: THE PRESIDENT, VICEPRESIDENT, AND MUCH OF
CONGRESS AND THE CABINET IS
PRESENTLY IN EUROPE HONORING THE D-DAY
ANNIVERSARY ... AWAY
FROM
THEIR POSTS AT THIS UTIERLY
CRITICAL MOMENT!!!
How has ' this come to pass?
How did Ihis happen? Through
treaty, ladies and gentiemen, signed
by our government that is venomous
and subversive to our const~ution. By
signing the U.N. treaty and it's multitude of DISARMAMENT AGREEMENTS, rat~ied by our own traitorous
congress, these actions have become "legal" under the guise of
oppressive international law (the next
issue will delve into this legal quandry
indepth).

RAPTURE pg. 4)
awaiting USB,
The sacr~icial red he~er, also
thought extinct, has been
genetically perfected in
Louisianna and SHIPPED TO
JERUSALEM!

Combine these with the
presence of re-invigorated orthodoxy
from the influx of exodus Jews from
around the world and ~ makes an
electric atmosphere for activ~ around
the Temple, long a primary symbol of
the Jewish faijh and people. The
Temple of God, destroyed almost
2000 years ago by the Romans,
could I~erally rise from the ashes of
history any day!

"... He Is risen."
"'or information about:
a.) getting rid of SS#'s
b.) untaxing, or
c.) paralegal help,
~ALL (816) 459-9808

The current globaUpol~ical
atmosphere is also becoming ripe for
the one world relig ion and church
prophesied in Revelations that will be
headed up by the false prophet,
servant to the antichris\. The sweetening of relations between the

Under the U_S. Const~ution and every
State Constitution, the right of a free
and armed militia is unanimously
upheld for the people. YOU MUST
EXERCISE THIS RIGHT NOW OR
ALL MAY BE LOST! We would ""\
be the first nation to topple w~h barely
a shot being fired, and this battle has
raged for decades w~h the American
people sound asleep.
Stay tuned to the news for
activ~ies in your area
Have a dependable fireanm near you at all
possible times with adequate ammunition_ Keep an eye on your
interstates, railways, and skies for U.N.
or black vehicles. And stay in close
contact with others who know the
danger. Report any unusual activ~
and we will publish the news in our
reports. This issue will contain a
close look at the laws guaranteeing
our right to organize as a militia, and ijs
necess~ to the survival of a free
nation_ Though concentrating on
Missouri. ALL STATES HAVE
SIMILAR MILITIA LAWS IN THEIR
STATE STATUTUES! They will be
easy to find in the nearest courthouse
or law library. and you must become
familiar with them to have the law
firmly on your side.
Sleep not, oh Minutemen, for
the hour of determination doth come!
Vatican and protestant denominational leaders is yet another heavy
step in that direction. "The God of
Christians and the (g)od of Moslems
are one in the same; decried Pope
John Paul II in 1991 (a blatant lie, Allah
being the chief pagan god in the
temple Mohammed cleansed, and
his name merely applied to ease the
religious transition of his subjects).
The ongoing inexorable
push towards actual world government sets the political stage for the
soon-to-rise antichrist; whether its
foundations be in the U_N. building in
New York or the halls of banking in
Europe makes no difference in the
long run. This will be the new bipolar world. their combined hellish
authority split right down the middle
between the spiritual and the temporaL Will U.S_ and Russian troops be
the policemen for such a nightmare
world? They already begin to assume their new duties with unquestioning obediance.
It is only a question of when.

